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ELEMENTAL ALKALI - METAL DISPENSER FIG . 9 is a series of graphs comparing total and partial 

pressures of various gasses or vapors after heating a chro 
GOVERNMENT SPONSORED RESEARCH mate dispenser and a graphite dispenser . 
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This invention was made with government support under 5 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
contract HQ0147-11 - D - 0052 and FA9453-16 - D - 0004 , both 
awarded by the Air Force Research Laboratory . The gov The present disclosure covers apparatuses and associated 
ernment has certain rights in the invention . methods for making and using an elemental alkali - metal 

dispenser . In the following description , numerous specific 
TECHNICAL FIELD 10 details are provided for a thorough understanding of specific 

preferred embodiments . However , embodiments can be 
The present disclosure relates to methods for making and practiced without one or more of the specific details , or with 

using elemental - alkali metal dispensers , more particularly , other methods , components , materials , etc. In some cases , 
to novel systems and methods for making and using well - known structures , materials , or operations are not rubidium alkali metal dispensers . shown or described in detail in order to avoid obscuring 

aspects of the preferred embodiments . Furthermore , the BACKGROUND described features , structures , or characteristics may be 
Alkali metal dispensers are used to dispense rubidium or combined in any suitable manner in a variety of alternative 

other alkali metals in cold - atom experiments . embodiments . Thus , the following more detailed description 
of the embodiments of the present invention , as illustrated in 

SUMMARY some aspects in the drawings , is not intended to limit the 
scope of the invention , but is merely representative of the 

Applicants have identified the need for an alkali - metal various embodiments of the invention . 
dispenser capable of dispensing highly pure rubidium in a 25 In this specification and the claims that follow , singular 
high - vacuum environment while not negatively impacting forms such as “ a , " " an , ” and “ the ” include plural forms 
the high - vacuum pressure level . An alkali - metal dispenser unless the content clearly dictates otherwise . All ranges 
may be used in various vapor - deposition applications or to disclosed herein include , unless specifically indicated , all 
provide a highly pure elemental - alkali metal in cold - atom endpoints and intermediate values . In addition , “ optional or 
magneto - optical traps . 30 " optionally ” or “ or ” refer , for example , to instances in which 

The present disclosure in aspects and embodiments subsequently described circumstance may or may not occur , 
addresses these various needs and problems . and include instances in which the circumstance occurs and 

instances in which the circumstance does not occur . The BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS terms “ one or more ” and “ at least one ” refer , for example , to 
The foregoing features of the present invention will instances in which one of the subsequently described cir 

cumstances occurs , and to instances in which more than one become more fully apparent from the following description 
and appended claims , taken in conjunction with the accom of the subsequently described circumstances occurs . 
panying drawings . Understanding that these drawings depict FIG . 1 is a schematic illustration of a pair of rubidium 
only typical embodiments of the invention and are , there- 40 chromate dispensers modified for high - vacuum , cold - atom 
fore , not to be considered limiting of its scope , the invention experiments . In this arrangement , two commercially avail 
will be described with additional specificity and detail able rubidium - chromate dispensers have been spot - welded 
through use of the accompanying drawings in which : together to make an electrically conductive loop capable of 

FIG . 1 is an illustration of a pair of rubidium - chromate being inductively heated in a high - vacuum environment . 
dispensers modified for high - vacuum , cold - atom experi- 45 The inventors of the present disclosure found that com 
ments ; mercially available rubidium - chromate dispensers provided 

FIG . 2 is an isometric view of an atomic structure of a limited amount of rubidium that was necessary for the 
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite ( " HOPG ” ) ; inventors ' cold - atom experiments . Additionally , the inven 

FIG . 3 is an isometric view of an atomic structure of tors identified that commercially available rubidium - chro 
HOPG intercalated with an alkali metal ; 50 mate dispensers also had other functional drawbacks that 

FIGS . 4A and 4B are illustrations of example HOPG limited their effective use in high - vacuum environments . As 
volumes with and without being intercalated with an alkali such , the inventors began looking at other potential sources 
metal , respectively ; for providing a high - purity elemental rubidium , or other 

FIG . 5 is a schematic depiction of an HOPG volume alkali metals , that could be used in a high - vacuum environ 
intercalated with an alkali metal wherein the outer - most 55 ment . 
layer of the HOPG volume is substantially free of an FIG . 2 illustrates an isometric view of an atomic structure 
elemental - alkali metal ; of highly - oriented pyrolytic graphite volume 102 

FIG . 6 is a flow diagram showing an example method for ( “ HOPG ” ) . HOPG is a highly pure and ordered form of 
making an alkali - metal dispenser ; synthetic graphite . In this illustration , elemental carbon 11 is 

FIG . 7 illustrates vapor pressure measurements for 60 organized into a hexagonal ring . The rings are in columnar 
elemental Caesium ( or Cesium ) ( “ Cs ” ) , Rubidium ( “ Rb ” ) , layers or grains 21. The term “ mosaic spread angle ” is 
and Potassium ( “ K ” ) as a function of temperature and related to the angle of deviation of a grain boundary from the 
pressure ; perpendicular axis of the columnar structure . A lower spread 

FIG . 8 is a series of graphs comparing an amount of angle indicates a more highly ordered and higher quality 
absorbed gas released from a chromate dispenser and an 65 HOPG . HOPG is available commercially under different 
HOPG dispenser after each has been re - heated in a high grades or qualities . For example , one manufacturer adver 
vacuum environment ; and tises three HOPG grades : ZYA with a mosaic spread angle 
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of about 0.4 ° + 0.1 ° ; ZYB with a mosaic spread angle of EXAMPLES 
about 0.8 ° + 0.2 ° ; and ZYC with a mosaic spread angle of 
about 3.5 ° + 1.50 Method for Making an Alkali - Metal Dispenser 
HOPG may be intercalated with an alkali metal . FIG . 3 FIG . 6 illustrates a method for making an alkali - metal 

illustrates an isometric view of a rubidium - intercalated 5 dispenser . In embodiments , a method for making an alkali 
HOPG 103 or an HOPG - alkali metal volume 103. In this metal dispenser includes vacuum - baking a highly oriented 
illustration , rubidium 37 is dispersed as a rubidium layer 23 pyrolytic graphite ( “ HOPG ” ) volume 210. A high - quality 
between the carbon layers or grains 21 . HOPG volume , or an HOPG volume with a low mosaic 
When intercalated with an alkali metal such as rubidium , spread angle , performs better at intercalating alkali metal 

an HOPG increases in volume . FIGS . 4A and 4B are 10 than a low - quality HOPG volume . Through experimenta 
schematic illustrations comparing a side view ( FIG . 4A ) and tion , the inventors of the present disclosure found that the 
a top view ( FIG . 4B ) of an “ empty ” HOPG 102 and an lower the mosaic spread angle of the HOPG volume , the 
HOPG - alkali metal volume 103. Empty HOPG 102 has an better the HOPG volume performed at intercalating an alkali 
initial width 31 and depth 32. HOPG - alkali metal volume metal . In embodiments , the HOPG volume may have a 
103 has a larger width 33 and larger depth 34. The difference 15 mosaic spread angle less than about 1.2 degrees . 
in volume between the HOPG 102 and the HOPG - alkali A commercially available HOPG volume may contain 
metal volume 103 is the difference in the amount of oxygen , water , or other impurities that may be trapped 
rubidium 37 intercalated into the HOPG - alkali metal volume between the elemental carbon layers or grains and could 
103. In these photograph illustrations , the volume of HOPG have been introduced into the HOPG volume simply through 
alkali metal volume 103 is at least about 25 % greater than 20 shipping or handling . The impurities may chemically react 
HOPG 102. The inventors of the present disclosure found with an alkali metal that is later intercalated into the HOPG 
that an about 25 % increase in size of a common , commer volume and thus reduce the life or use of an alkali metal 
cially available HOPG correlated to a lower threshold of a dispenser . Vacuum - baking the HOPG volume should occur 
useful amount of Rubidium that might be available for a high enough temperature , a low enough vacuum , and a 
cold - atom experiments . 25 sufficient amount of time to remove the oxygen , water , or 

Alkali metals are very reactive and oxidize quickly in air , other impurities that may be in the HOPG volume . In 
making them difficult to handle and use in experiments . embodiments , an HOPG volume may be vacuum baked at a 
Alkali metals do not cease to be reactive even after being temperature greater than about 200 degrees C. while 
loaded or intercalated into an empty HOPG , such as HOPG exposed to a vacuum that is less than about 1x10-5 Torr , for 
102. For example , in an air environment , a rubidium- 30 a time period longer than about 48 hours . The inventors of 
intercalated HOPG 103 will quickly oxidize and self - de the present disclosure found that these conditions provided 
struct if left in an oxygen - rich environment , such as on a lab a sufficiently “ pure ” HOPG that could then absorb an alkali 
bench . The inventors of the present disclosure found that metal without reacting with it . 
they could further process an HOPG - alkali metal volume After vacuum - baking the HOPG volume , the method for 
103 such that it was much less reactive in air . This allowed 35 making the alkali - metal dispenser further includes vacuum 
the inventors to more easily handle and use the HOPG - alkali baking the HOPG volume while proximate an elemental 
metal volume 103 in experiments . alkali metal until the HOPG volume has increased in size 

FIG . 5 is a schematic illustration of another HOPG - alkali 220. In embodiments , “ proximate an elemental - alkali metal ” 
metal volume 104. HOPG - alkali metal volume 104 has a means the HOPG is surrounded by a pool of melted elemen 
rubidium - intercalated inner volume 40 and a rubidium - free 40 tal - alkali metal ( e.g. , sitting in or positioned adjacent to a 
( or substantially free ) outer volume 41. The difference in pool of melted elemental - alkali metal ) , or means the HOPG 
volume between the rubidium - intercalated inner volume 40 is completely submerged in a bath of melted elemental 
and the rubidium - free outer volume 41 is the rubidium - free alkali metal , or means the HOPG is positioned adjacent to 
thickness 42. In practice , the inventors of the present dis ( i.e. , touch or spaced apart form ) an elemental - alkali metal 
closure found that thickness 42 was somewhat uniform 45 in a solid state . In embodiments , the elemental - alkali metal 
around the inner volume 40. An HOPG - alkali metal volume may be elemental Caesium ( or Cesium ) ( “ Cs ” ) , Rubidium 
104 with a deeper rubidium - free thickness 42 is less reactive ( “ Rb " ) , or Potassium ( “ K ” ) . 
in air and easier to use . However , a deeper rubidium - free Once loaded or intercalated with the elemental - alkali 
thickness 42 provides less rubidium in the HOPG - alkali metal , the HOPG volume has become an HOPG - alkali metal 
metal volume 104 that might otherwise be available for 50 volume ( shown as HOPG - alkali metal volume 103 in FIG . 
experimental use . Thus , there is a balance between the 3 ) . In experiments , the inventors of the present disclosure 
deeper thickness 42 with a more stable or less reactive loaded an about 7x7x1 mm HOPG , with an initial mass of 
HOPG volume , and a shallower thickness 42 with more about 110 milligrams , with additional Rb between about 100 
alkali metal available for experimental use . In embodiments , mg and about 220 mg . 
thickness 42 may be in the range of about 10 microns to 55 As the alkali metal intercalates into the HOPG volume , 
about 1000 microns , and more particularly in the range of the HOPG volume increases in size . The increase in size 
about 100 microns to about 500 microns . In embodiments , correlates to the amount of alkali metal intercalated into the 
thickness 42 may be at least 100 microns , but may vary HOPG - alkali metal volume . Generally , the longer the time 
depending on the dimensions of the HOPG 102. The thick that the HOPG volume is vacuum - baked while proximate 
ness 42 is typically less that a maximum width , thickness 60 the alkali metal at ideal conditions , the greater the increase 
and / or length of the HOPG 102 . in size and the greater the amount of alkali metal that is 

The inventors of the present disclosure discovered various available for experimentation . In experiments , the inventors 
methods for making an alkali - metal dispenser like HOPG of the present disclosure found that a HOPG , when fully 
alkali metal volume 104. The HOPG - alkali metal volume intercalated with Rb , can increase in volume between about 
104 was less reactive in air and easier to use . The following 65 200 % to about 300 % . The inventors further found that , using 
examples are illustrative only and are not intended to limit a commercially available about 7x7x1 mm HOPG , an 
the disclosure in any way . about 25 % increase in volume represented a minimum 
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useful amount of alkali metal after the HOPG - alkali metal dispenser , from reacting with air and water when the alkali 
volume 103 is further processed , as described herein . metal dispenser was removed from a vacuum environment 
An HOPG volume may also be loaded or intercalated with and exposed to air . It is understood that , once exposed to air , 

an alkali metal to a pre - determined alkali - metal density . For air and water vapor begin entering into the outer - most layers 
example , in embodiments , an HOPG may be intercalated 5 of the HOPG volume . If alkali metal is present in those 
with Rb with an average Rb density greater than about 0.25 layers , the alkali metal can oxidize quickly . The resulting mg Rb / mm² . The inventors of the present disclosure found exothermic chemical formation of RbOH heats the HOPG that an Rb density greater than about 0.25 mg / mmº provided alkali metal volume , damages the structural integrity of the sufficient Rb within the alkali - metal dispenser for later HOPG volume , and depletes the useful alkali metal avail experiments . able for future experiments . Thus , the inventors of the The temperature and vacuum level at which the HOPG 
volume is vacuum - baked while proximate the alkali metal present disclosure observed that it is necessary to remove 

alkali metal from the outer - most layer of the alkali - metal can also be significant . FIG . 7 illustrates the vapor pressure 
of three alkali metals : Caesium ( or Cesium ) ( “ Cs ” ) , dispenser to provide a “ shelf stable ” or less reactive alkali 
Rubidium ( “ Rb ” ) , and Potassium ( “ K ” ) , as a function of 15 metal dispenser 
pressure and temperature . FIG . 7 also illustrates three hori After vacuum - baking the HOPG volume while proximate 
zontal lines : Activation , Rapid Depletion , and Max Load an elemental - alkali metal ( such that the HOPG volume 
Temperature . The intersection of the Activation line with becomes an HOPG - alkali metal volume ) , the method for 
each of the three alkali metals ' vapor pressure line indicates making the alkali - metal dispenser further includes vacuum 
the activation temperature . That temperature also correlates 20 baking the HOPG - alkali metal volume in the absence of the 
to an HOPG loading temperature for that metal . elemental - alkali metal until an outer - most layer of the 

For example , in experiments , and in embodiments of the HOPG - alkali metal volume is substantially free of the 
present disclosure , the inventors of the present disclosure elemental - alkali metal 230 ( as shown in FIG . 6 ) . In general , 
found that they could load an HOPG with Rb at a tempera vacuum - baking the HOPG - alkali metal volume in the 
ture greater than about 125 degrees C. and a pressure less 25 absence of the elemental - alkali metal for longer periods , at 
than about 1x10-3 Torr . The inventors further found that higher temperatures , and at lower vacuum pressures , 
using a vacuum pressure that is less than about 1x10-3 Torr removes a greater amount of alkali metal . The inventors of 
was sufficient to pump away excess gasses or water vapor the present disclosure observed that in this step the alkali 
that could react with the HOPG volume or alkali metal in the metal is removed from the HOPG - alkali metal volume 
HOPG volume . For example , in one failed experiment , 30 starting from the surface and outer - most layer and working 
where the vacuum level was slightly higher than about towards the center of the HOPG - alkali metal volume . 
1x10-3 Torr due to a small vacuum leak , the HOPG could The inventors of the present disclosure performed mul 
not be successfully loaded with the elemental - alkali metal . tiple experiments to determine how much elemental - alkali 

It is also understood that a sufficient amount of vacuum metal needed to be removed from the HOPG - alkali metal 
baking time allows the alkali metal to intercalate towards the 35 volume to provide a “ shelf stable ” or less reactive alkali 
center of the HOPG - alkali metal volume . Alkali metal in the metal dispenser . The more alkali metal removed , the more 
center of the HOPG - alkali metal volume is less likely to stable the alkali metal dispenser , but also the less alkali 
react with air or water and destroy the alkali - metal dispenser metal is available ( and useful ) for future experiments . The 
because it is more difficult for air or water to infiltrate into inventors observed that it is possible to remove a pre 
the center of the HOPG volume when the alkali - metal 40 determined amount of alkali metal as measure by weight , or , 
dispenser is removed from the vacuum environment and alternatively , to remove a pre - determined amount of alkali 
placed in air . In contrast , alkali metal in the outer layers of metal as a measure of the thickness of an alkali - metal free 
the HOPG - alkali metal volume is more likely to react with layer . 
air or water and destroy the alkali - metal dispenser because In one experiment , the HOPG - alkali metal volume was 
it is more exposed to air or water . It is therefore preferable 45 not additionally vacuum - baked in the absence of the alkali 
to have the alkali metal towards or at the center , rather than metal . In this experiment , after being removed from the 
within the outer layers of the HOPG - alkali metal volume . In vacuum environment , the HOPG - alkali metal volume turned 
practice , the inventors of the present disclosure found that gray , fizzled , and popped , until an RbOH compound formed 
vacuum baking the HOPG in the presence of the alkali metal on the HOPG volume that was air - stable . The resulting 
more than about 24 hours allowed the alkali metal to 50 HOPG - alkali metal volume was difficult to handle and 
intercalate towards the center of the HOPG volume . Alter performed very poorly as an alkali metal dispenser . For 
natively , vacuum baking the HOPG in the presence of the example , the HOPG - alkali metal volume was not able to 
alkali metal up to 72 hours ensured complete intercalation of provide a highly pure alkali metal in a high - temperature , 
an about 7x7x1 mm HOPG . high - vacuum environment without significantly outgassing 

Through experimentation , the inventors of the present 55 other impurities such as oxygen and hydrogen . 
disclosure found that vacuum - baking the HOPG volume In another experiment , the inventors of the present dis 
while proximate an elemental - alkali metal until the HOPG closure vacuum - baked the HOPG - alkali metal volume in the 
volume increased in size by about 25 % provided sufficient absence of the elemental - alkali metal , but did not do so until 
alkali metal as an alkali - metal dispenser in future experi the outer - most layer of the HOPG - alkali metal volume was 
ments . An about 25 % size increase also ensured a minimum 60 substantially free of the elemental - alkali metal . When 
amount of alkali metal was still available after the next step removed from the vacuum environment , the resulting 
described hereafter where some of the alkali metal is HOPG - alkali metal volume did not react as violently in air 
removed from the HOPG - alkali metal volume . but it did still turn gray , which again indicated the formation 

Through experiments , the inventors of the present disclo of RbOH . The resulting HOPG - alkali metal volume per 
sure observed that an alkali - metal free layer on the outside 65 formed poorly as an alkali - metal dispenser because it out 
of the alkali - metal dispenser prevents ( or delays ) the alkali gassed impurities and less alkali metal was available for 
metal dispenser , or the alkali metal within the alkali - metal future experimentation . 
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In another experiment , the inventors vacuum - baked the elemental alkali until an outer - most layer of the HOPG 
HOPG - alkali metal volume in the absence of the elemental alkali metal volume is substantially free of the elemental 
alkali metal until about 5 % ( by weight ) of the alkali metal alkali metal , it may be necessary to remove the elemental 
was removed from the HOPG - alkali metal volume . In this alkali metal proximate the HOPG - alkali metal volume that 
experiment , the outer - most layer of the HOPG - alkali metal 5 has not intercalated into the HOPG - alkali metal volume . 
volume became substantially free of the elemental - alkali Still in other embodiments , the method for making an 
metal . When exposed to air , the HOPG - alkali metal volume alkali - metal dispenser includes , after vacuum - baking the 
retained a glossy black sheen , or the original color and sheen HOPG - alkali metal volume until an outer - most layer of the 
of an HOPG that does not contain a highly reactive alkali HOPG - alkali metal volume is substantially free of the 
metal . The inventors were able to place the resulting alkali- 10 elemental - alkali metal , packaging the HOPG - alkali metal 
metal dispenser in an air environment for longer than about volume in an inert - gas environment . An inert - gas environ 
90 minutes with no visible changes to the alkali - metal ment could be a nitrogen - purged container which would 
dispenser . further help prevent or delay oxidation of the elemental 

It is also possible to vacuum - bake the HOPG - alkali metal alkali metal in the alkali metal dispenser . 
volume in the absence of the elemental - alkali metal until a 15 Methods for Using an Alkali - Metal Dispenser 
pre - determined thickness ( e.g. , illustrated as thickness 42 in An alkali - metal dispenser may be used to dispense a pure , 
FIG . 5 ) of the outer - most layer is substantially free of the elemental - alkali metal in a vacuum environment . The 
alkali metal . In other embodiments of the method for making elemental - alkali metal may be used , for example , in cold 
an alkali - metal dispenser , the HOPG - alkali metal volume atom experiments . In embodiments , a method for dispensing 
may be vacuum - baked in the absence of the alkali metal 20 elemental rubidium includes providing an HOPG volume 
until the outer - most layer of the HOPG - alkali metal volume intercalated with elemental rubidium ( “ Rb ” ) , wherein the 
that is substantially free of the elemental - alkali metal is HOPG volume is inside a vacuum chamber at a vacuum 
thicker than about 100 microns . The inventors of the present pressure below about 1.3x10-5 Torr . The method further 
disclosure estimate that an about 100 micron thickness includes heating the HOPG such that the HOPG emits the 
provides a sufficient buffer to prevent or delay the alkali- 25 Rb at a partial pressure between about 1x10-11 Torr and 
metal dispenser from reacting with air until the alkali - metal about 1x10-6 Torr . 
dispenser can be stored in an inert - gas environment or An alkali - metal dispenser made using the steps described 
otherwise used in future experiments . The about 100 micron above performs better at dispensing pure , elemental - alkali 
elemental - alkali metal free thickness necessary for provid metal than a commercial chromate dispenser . FIGS . 8 and 9 
ing a shelf - stable HOPG - alkali metal volume correlates to a 30 compare the dispensing performance of an alkali - metal 
percentage decrease in weight as described above . dispenser with a commercial chromate dispenser , a modified 

After the step of vacuum - baking the HOPG - alkali metal version of which is shown in FIG . 1 . 
volume in the absence of the elemental - alkali metal , the One factor that determines the performance of a metal 
alkali - metal dispenser may have an about 100 micron thick dispenser is its ability to not out - gas impurities when heated 
outer layer that is substantially free of the alkali metal . 35 in a high - vacuum environment . If a metal dispenser out 
Additionally , the remaining volume may have an alkali gasses impurities when heated , more time is required to 
metal density greater than about 0.25 mg / mm ' . In this pump down the vacuum chamber to obtain the high - vacuum 
example , the alkali - metal dispenser contains a sufficient environment necessary to complete some experiments with 
amount of alkali metal to be useful in future experiments and the metal . 
is also not reactive in an oxygen - rich environment . Referring to FIG . 8 , both a chromate dispenser and an 

In embodiments , the step of vacuum - baking the HOPG alkali - metal dispenser act as getters when not heated and 
alkali metal volume in the absence of the elemental - alkali absorb Carbon Monoxide ( labeled “ CO ” ) , Water ( labeled 
metal occurs at a temperature greater than about 140 degrees “ H2O ” ) , and Hydrogen ( labeled “ H ” ) in a vacuum environ 
C. , while exposed to a vacuum less than about 1x10-5 Torr , ment . When re - heated , both the chromate dispenser and an 
and for a time period longer than about 12 hours . Referring 45 alkali - metal dispenser quickly out - gas whatever impurities 
back to FIG . 7 , the activation temperature of Rb is about 125 have stuck to their respective surfaces or absorbed into their 
degrees C. The inventors of the present disclosure found that respective structures . The amount of impurities absorbed by 
performance of the alkali metal dispenser improved if the the chromate dispenser or the alkali - metal dispenser when 
HOPG - alkali metal volume was vacuum - baked in the not heated can be measured by the amount of gas emitted 
absence of the elemental - alkali metal Rb ) at a temperature 50 once the chromate dispenser or the alkali - metal dispenser 
greater than about 140 degrees C. , or just above the activa are re - heated . 
tion temperature , for a time period of 12 hours . This opera The out - gassed impurities increase the vacuum chamber's 
tional time and temperature removed between 5 and 10 % of pressure such that the impurities must be removed and the 
the total Rb contained in the HOPG - alkali metal volume , but vacuum chamber's pressure reduced by the vacuum pump 
did so from the outer layers of the HOPG - alkali metal 55 before additional experimentation can take place . Thus , the 
volume , which the inventors found ideal for providing a fewer impurities a chromate dispenser or an alkali - metal 
sufficient amount of elemental Rb in a “ shelf - stable ” alkali dispenser absorb when not heated , the faster a vacuum 
metal dispenser chamber can be made available for experimentation because 

Other steps may be added to the method for creating an fewer impurities have to be removed from the chamber after 
alkali - metal dispenser that might make the process more 60 the dispensers are re - heated . 
efficient . For example , in embodiments , loading the HOPG FIG . 8 illustrates four graphs comparing the amount of 
volume with an alkali metal occurs by vacuum - baking the gas , Absorbed Gas , Absorbed CO , Absorbed H2O , and 
HOPG volume while proximate an elemental - alkali metal . Absorbed H2 , released from both a chromate dispenser and 
After this step is completed , all of the elemental - alkali metal an alkali - metal dispenser ( labeled “ graphite ” in FIG . 8 ) as a 
proximate the HOPG volume may not have been absorbed 65 function of “ Off Time ( h ) ” in hours . Off Time is the number 
into the HOPG - alkali metal volume . Thus , prior to vacuum of hours the chromate dispenser and an alkali - metal dis 
baking the HOPG - alkali metal volume in the absence of the penser remained unheated in a high - vacuum environment , 
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which was about 10-8 Torr . The top - left graph indicates that Thus , when heating the chromate dispenser , the stainless 
at up to about 20 hours , both the chromate dispenser and an steel on which the chromate resides is also being heated . 
alkali - metal dispenser absorbed the same amount of gas . When heated at high temperatures , stainless steel out - gasses 
After about 20 hours of not being heated in the vacuum compounds including H2O , CO , and H2 . Therefore , at higher 
chamber , the chromate dispenser absorbed significantly 5 dispensing temperatures , the stainless steel of the chromate 
more gas as evidenced by the amount of gas released when dispenser out - gasses a greater quantity of these gasses and 
re - heated . vapors . Heating the chromate dispenser to higher tempera 

A similar divergence in the amount of impurities absorbed tures also has the effect of heating the surrounding vacuum 
may be observed in the H2O graph ( the lower - left graph ) . At chamber to higher temperatures . Because the vacuum cham 
some time between about 5 hours and about 20 hours , the 10 ber is also made of stainless steel and glass , the hotter the 
chromate dispenser begins to absorb more H2O than the vacuum chamber is heated , the more its surfaces out - gas 
alkali - metal dispenser . At about 40 hours or more , the various vapors . 
chromate dispenser has absorbed significantly more H2O In embodiments , a method for dispensing elemental Rb 
than the alkali - metal dispenser . A similar trend may be includes providing an Rb alkali - metal dispenser , the Rb 
observed in the CO and H2 graphs — the longer the chromate 15 alkali - metal dispenser being within a vacuum chamber at a 
dispenser and the alkali - metal dispenser remain unheated , vacuum pressure below about 1.3x10-5 Torr , and then heat 
the greater the divergence in the amount of impurities ing the Rb alkali - metal dispenser such that the Rb alkali 
absorbed by the chromate dispenser than the alkali - metal metal dispenser emits the Rb at a partial pressure between 
dispenser . about 1x10-11 Torr and about 1x10-6 Torr . Below about 

Another factor that determines the performance of a metal 20 1x10-11 Torr , the Rb is difficult to detect or have it be useful 
dispenser is its ability to maintain or even reduce the in the future experiment . Above about 1x10-6 Torr , the 
pressure in a high - vacuum environment , at steady - state alkali - metal dispenser is dispensing the alkali metal so 
conditions , while still dispensing the alkali metal . FIG . 9 quickly that the dispenser will exhaust its useful alkali 
illustrates the change in chamber pressure at steady state supply too quickly . The Rb alkali - metal dispenser is an 
conditions in a high - vacuum environment as a function of 25 HOPG intercalated with elemental Rb , as described above . 
the amount of Rb being dispensed from a chromate dis The Rb alkali - metal dispenser may be heated through 
penser and an alkali - metal dispenser . The vertical scale in various means . In one embodiment , the Rb alkali - metal 
each of the graphs is the percent change in total and partial dispenser may be directly heated with an induction coil . 
pressures of the vacuum chamber after the chromate dis Thus , in other embodiments , the method for dispensing 
penser or the alkali - metal dispenser begin dispensing 30 elemental Rb further includes placing an induction coil a 
elemental Rb . In these plots , zero percent indicates no distance proximate the Rb alkali - metal dispenser , where the 
change in chamber pressure , negative numbers indicate a induction coil is placed outside the vacuum chamber . The 
decrease in chamber pressure , and positive numbers indicate method further includes energizing the induction coil with a 
an increase in chamber pressure . Generally speaking , a primary alternating current flow . The induction coil induces 
lower pressure in a high - vacuum environment is more 35 a secondary alternating current flow within the Rb alkali 
conducive to better experiments . metal dispenser that heats the Rb alkali - metal dispenser . 

The horizontal scale of the graphs in FIG . 9 is listed as Finally , the method includes adjusting the distance ( between 
“ A.U. ” for arbitrary units . It is a measure of the voltage on the induction coil and the Rb alkali - metal dispenser ) such 
a photodiode observing the fluorescence of the elemental Rb that the secondary alternating current flow heats the Rb 
in the vacuum chamber . A.U. is proportional to the amount 40 alkali - metal dispenser at the desired temperature that dis 
of Rb in the chamber — the higher the A.U. , the greater the penses the Rb at a desired dispensing rate . 
fluorescence as indicated by a greater amount of Rb in the It will be appreciated that several of the above - disclosed 
chamber . and other features and functions , or alternatives thereof , may 

The top - left graph in FIG . 9 compares the total fractional be desirably combined into many other different systems or 
pressure as a function of the amount of Rb in the chamber . 45 applications . Also , various presently unforeseen or unantici 
When dispensing elemental Rb , the chromate dispenser pated alternatives , modifications , variations or improve 
increases the fractional pressure in the vacuum chamber ments therein may be subsequently made by those skilled in 
between about 8 % and about 14 % . In contrast , after an initial the art , and are also intended to be encompassed by the 
about 5 % increase , the alkali - metal dispenser reduces the following claims . 
total and partial pressure in the vacuum chamber between 50 The present invention may be embodied in other specific 
about 5 % and about 10 % at steady - state conditions . forms without departing from its spirit or essential charac 

FIG . 9 illustrates a similar result for the total and partial teristics . The described embodiments are to be considered in 
pressure of H20 and CO : turning on the chromate dispenser all respects only as illustrative , and not restrictive . All 
increases the steady - state pressure of H2O and CO whereas changes which come within the meaning and range of 
turning on the alkali - metal dispenser reduces steady - state 55 equivalency of the foregoing description are to be embraced 
pressure of H20 and CO in the vacuum chamber . In contrast , within the scope of the invention . 
the fractional pressure of H , is the same or greater using the What is claimed is : 
alkali - metal dispenser as compared to the chromate dis 1. A method for making an alkali metal dispenser , the 
penser . method comprising : 

The phenomena illustrated by the graphs in FIG.9 may be 60 vacuum - baking a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
explained by how an alkali - metal dispenser is used versus ( HOPG ) volume ; 
how a chromate dispenser is used . In embodiments , Rb may after vacuum - baking the HOPG volume , further vacuum 
be dispensed from the alkali - metal dispenser at a tempera baking the HOPG volume while the HOPB is posi 
ture of about 140 degrees C. In contrast , the chromate tioned proximate an elemental - alkali metal until the 
dispenser requires a much higher temperature to dispense an 65 HOPG volume has increased in size , the HOPG volume 
equivalent rate of Rb . The chromate dispenser is made with with increased size becoming an HOPG - alkali metal 
rubidium - chromate deposited on a stainless - steel carrier . volume ; and 
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vacuum - baking the HOPG - alkali metal volume in the occurs at a temperature between 125 degrees C. and 200 
absence of the elemental - alkali metal to remove the degrees C. , while exposed to a vacuum pressure less than 
elemental - alkali metal from the HOPG - alkali metal 1x10-3 Torr . 
volume until an outer - most layer of the HOPG - alkali 9. The method of claim 6 , wherein vacuum - baking the metal volume is free of the elemental - alkali metal . 5 HOPG - alkali metal volume in the absence of the elemental 2. The method of claim 1 , wherein vacuum - baking the 

HOPG volume while the HOPB is positioned proximate the alkali metal occurs at a temperature greater than 140 degrees 
elemental - alkali metal is performed until the HOPG volume C. , while exposed to a vacuum less than 1x10-3 Torr , for a 
has increased in size by more than 25 % . time period longer than 12 hours . 

3. The method of claim 1 , further comprising , before 10. The method of claim 1 , further comprising , after 
vacuum - baking the HOPG - alkali metal volume , removing vacuum - baking the HOPG - alkali metal volume until an 
the elemental - alkali metal from being positioned proximate outer - most layer of the HOPG - alkali metal volume is sub 
the HOPG - alkali metal volume . stantially free of the elemental - alkali metal , packaging the 

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the outer - most layer of HOPG - alkali metal volume in an inert - gas environment . 
the HOPG - alkali metal volume is thicker than 100 microns . 11. The method of claim 1 , wherein vacuum - baking the 

5. The method of claim 1 , wherein the HOPG volume has HOPG - alkali metal volume in the absence of the elemental a mosaic spread angle less than 1.2 degrees . alkali metal is conducted for longer time periods , at higher 6. The method of claim 1 , wherein vacuum - baking the temperatures , and at lower vacuum pressures than vacuum HOPG volume occurs at a temperature greater than 200 baking the HOPG volume while the HOPB is positioned degrees C. , while exposed to a vacuum less than 1x10-5 20 proximate the elemental - alkali metal until the HOPG vol Torr , for a time period longer than 48 hours . ume has increased in size . 7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the elemental - alkali 
metal is elemental rubidium ( “ Rb ” ) . 12. The method of claim 1 , wherein the outer - most layer 

8. The method of claim 6 , wherein vacuum - baking the includes only HOPG . 
HOPG volume while proximate the elemental - alkali metal 
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